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Introduction to Cyber Security Series 

While on vacation, I read several books. The biography of George W.H. Bush, The Match, How to Build a 

Business that Warren Buffet Would Buy and Hack-Proof Your Life Now! 

Hack-Proof Your Life Now! by Sean M. Bailey and Devin Krupp, 2016 was by far the one book that made 

me realize how vulnerable we are! Why am I, a Financial Advisor, writing about Cyber Security?  

Throughout our income earning years, we take the necessary steps so that we may retire comfortably, 

both financially and emotionally.  We all do our best to keep our finances and information secure, but a 

small mistake or absent minded click can put us into Cyber Chasm that could take years to fix and be 

very expensive, draining you of all your efforts.  At Edu4Retirement, Inc. we do our best to keep our 

client’s data safe. I don’t want to publicize what we do, but we have a concentrated effort to have all 

phones and computers encrypted, strict data portage rules and back-ups. 

However, on a personal basis, this book enlightened me on how easy it is to get hacked or make a wrong 

click. We are providing a series of Client and Advisor Newsletters to alert you about some actions you 

should take to protect your own personal data so that what you worked so hard for can be protected. 

I am writing this like a book report in chapter sections. All attribution belongs to the authors except any 

errors that I am make in retelling their story.  It’s a book that you may want to consider purchasing so 

you can reference the tasks easily. They have a good test to see how secure you are and a helpful action 

plan to make the necessary changes.  

 I divided the information and renamed the sections differently, but it is still their material. The series 

will include the following issues: 

 Protecting your E-mail address? But we give it out all the time! 

 Password Management 

 Public Wi-Fi 

 Personal Wi-Fi 

 Social Media Issues (You told them all your key security answers!) 

 Financial Transactions  

 Protecting the children 

 Cyber Thieves Extortion and how not to pay 

 An Action Plan 



 
 

 

This will be a little different than our normal information about retirement but once we are on our own, 

our best IT source is our grandkids! We don’t have access to professionals on a regular basis and the 

Cyber Thieves know that so it makes us more vulnerable.  

Our comprehensive program at Edu4Retirement, Inc. is designed to teach people about retirement and 

the various issues that confront each person as they make their solo journey into retirement.  To obtain 

copies of other series, visit our website at http://www.edu4retirement.com/p/newsletters. 

 
We are forever learning as we go through this process, since family dynamics, personal desires and 
amounts involved can be infinitely different. However, the patterns we see in personal behavior and 
decisions of our clients make our experience very helpful to most. 
 
We hope you enjoy the personal journey as we cover each of these issues.  Please rely upon us to help 
deliver the decisions that fit your desires and ultimately helping you to feel empowered about your 
retirement.  Michael Callahan and Steve Tillona are available for any questions that may arise as you 
make this journey.  You may contact us at: 
 
Michael Callahan: 
mc@edu4retirement.com 
860-863-4155 
 
Steven Tillona 
stillona@edu4retirement.com 
860-863-9984 
 
Edu4Retirement, Inc. specializes in providing retirement education and advice to our clients along with 
appropriate investment products to assist in mitigating retirement risk. Please think of us when it comes 
to retirement planning.  We appreciate your referrals. 
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